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1 Introduction

Scientific workflows have become an important part of different areas of research
[1]. These workflows consist of tasks and dependencies. In particular, tasks may
require inputs from other tasks, external data sources, or both. Scientific work-
flows are often depicted as directed acyclic graphs (DAGs). In these DAGs,
nodes and edges represent tasks and dependencies, respectively. Building on this
DAG representation, scientific workflow management systems (SWMSs) - such
as Nextflow [2] - enable the specification and execution of scientific workflows.
SWMSs instantiate abstract tasks with concrete tool invocations to derive phys-
ical DAGs. These physical DAGs may be static (i.e. fully know a priori) or
dynamic (i.e. created at runtime).
When a workflow task finishes, the SWMS may schedule the execution of de-
pendent tasks by traversing the DAG. However, the physical execution of these
tasks is conducted by an executor. Executors include local execution, cloud exe-
cution, provisioned virtual machines at remote sites, and sophisticated resource
managers like SLURM [3] or Kubernetes [4].
Advances in storage capacities enable the provision of large datasets. Modern sci-
entific workflows leverage these input datasets to increase their scopes [5]. Large
datasets are particularly common in remote sensing workflows (e.g. the Sentinel
mission publishes multiple TiBs per day [6]). Remote sensing datasets are par-
tially or fully hosted by a variety of heterogeneous institutional and commercial
providers [7]. The execution of large scale scientific workflows will, therefore,
involve the integration of multiple remotely hosted datasets.
State-of-the-art SWMSs and resource managers are limited to operate on a single
cluster of compute resources [2,3,4]. Thus, remotely hosted input data for scien-
tific workflows must be transferred to a single site. This introduces a plethora
of problems. Specifically, transferring data from multiple remote sources to a
local site imposes long wait times and large network loads. Moreover, complete
datasets might not fit into the locally available storage capacities or become
outdated.
These observations imply the need for novel federated scientific workflow sys-
tems (FSWSs). FSWSs have to deal with (1) gathering information on avail-
able datasets and compute capabilities at certain sites, (2) partitioning scientific
workflows to multiple sites, and (3) orchestrating data transfers and distributed
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workflow task execution.
In this study project, we will develop a prototype for federated workflow execu-
tion. Specifically, we focus our efforts on the workflow partitioning problem for
static DAGs. Workflow partitioning can be viewed as finding a task-to-site map-
ping that optimises a set of goals (e.g. minimizing total execution time, monetary
costs or network load). During the design and development process, we seek to
establish new requirements and open challenges that need to be tackled in order
to arrive at ready-to-use FSWSs. The prototype is not conceived as an optimal
solution to the diverse challenges of federated workflow execution, but should
rather establish a first baseline for future work. Additionally, we will develop an
evaluation model for workflow partitioning strategies.

2 Related Work

Scientific workflows and different aspects of designing, executing, and monitoring
them have been subject to numerous studies [5]. The need for the federated exe-
cution of scientific workflows has recently emerged as a consequence of increased
data availability. Results of prior studies on scientific workflows will inevitably
influence the research in this novel field. Nevertheless, the federate execution of
scientific workflows requires the adaption to new challenges and requirements.
There is little prior research on federated workflow execution. However, other
areas of research have faced similar challenges and thus, might facilitate the de-
velopment and study of FSWSs.
These related areas of research include distributed and federated query process-
ing [8,9,10], cloud computing [11,12] and service-oriented architectures [13,14]
[15,16]. We note that these areas of research share the challenges of processing
data on distributed sites. However, federated scientific workflow execution en-
tails a unique and novel combination of challenges such as large and distributed
datasets, non-standard data models, heterogeneous sites, heterogeneous work-
flow tasks, complex dependencies, orchestration of concurrent and distributed
executions, and the potential need of workflow partitioning.
Some of these challenges have been targeted individually in the past (e.g. [17,18]
[19,20]). Nevertheless, a complete solution for federated scientific workflow exe-
cution is not existent as of writing this report.

3 Prototyping a Federated Scientific Workflow System

In this work, we plan to develop a prototype for FSWSs’ workflow partitioning.
The purpose of this prototype is neither to be an optimal solution nor to provide
the functionality of a fully developed FSWS. We aim to investigate the possi-
bilities of implementing and evaluating workflow partitioning strategies. This
study should provide a staging ground for future work on workflow partitioning
alongside a baseline for comparison with sophisticated partitioning approaches.
We will focus our efforts on workflow partitioning and replace other FSWS func-
tionality with placeholders.
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In the initial phase, we plan to identify a framework to integrate our prototype
into. The preliminary options are:

– Build the system from scratch without third-party software. This scenario
would incorporate many placeholders and have limited usability beyond the
scope of this study.

– Integrate the functionality into Nextflow [2]. Nextflow is currently not capa-
ble of supporting multiple compute sites. Hence, major changes to its source
code would be necessary. However, we note that the previously developed
Common Workflow Scheduler [21] could be leveraged to ease this task.

– Build the prototype on top of the ExaWorks software stack [20]. ExaWorks
provides functionality for the distributed execution of workflow tasks and
can be extended with workflow partitioning.

– Integrate workflow partitioning into the Workflow Description Language12

(WDL). WDL is designed for readability and simplicity but lacks some fea-
tures of Nextflow [22]. However, its simplicity will reduce the effort for inte-
grating workflow partitioning.

To enable workflow partitioning, a set of sites that host certain datasets and pro-
vide compute capabilities is required. As part of this work, we aim to populate
such a set with multiple virtual machines and compute clusters. Additionally, we
will implement placeholder functionality that distributes site-wise information
on hosted datasets and compute capabilities. Together, these components will
form our testbed.
Partitioning of workflows tasks will require a cost model for executing a given
task on a given site. Costs can incorporate a variety of factors. For this study
project, we will develop a cost model that, at a minimum, incorporates the sizes
of datasets that would need to be transferred to the site.
In the final phase of this study, we plan to implement a baseline workflow par-
titioning strategy. The baseline will likely be a random task distribution that
exploits site-wise information on hosted datasets and the cost model.
Sophisticated workflow partitioning strategies will likely incorporate additional
information such as compute capabilities and bandwidth between sites. There-
fore, we will investigate the possibility of providing this information for future
work.

4 Evaluation

Research Questions

This study has an exploratory character. Thus, we plan to conduct a qualitative
evaluation. We address the following research questions:

RQ1 How can we develop a prototype for workflow partitioning in FSWSs
and which challenges exist?

RQ2 How can we evaluate the performance of an FSWS?
1 https://github.com/openwdl/wdl/tree/main
2 https://openwdl.org/

https://github.com/openwdl/wdl/tree/main
https://openwdl.org/
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Setup

We will evaluate the partitioning and execution of our prototype for a selected
set of scientific workflows. The workflows will be synthetically assembled to en-
able systematic evaluation of workflow partitioning. Workflow tasks will involve
the connection to the site, potential data transfers, and initiating the execution.
In order to evaluate the performance of our prototype and future partitioning
strategies, we will develop performance metrics that incorporate time measures
for on-site execution and inter-site data transfers.
Compute sites will be simulated through a set of virtual machines with access
to storage capacities. Additionally, we will investigate the integration of institu-
tional clusters under Kubernetes management into our testbed.
We plan to simulate distributed data sources by deploying different data distri-
bution strategies to host datasets on certain sites.
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